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PIA..1\JO GR)UP INSTRUCTI001 VERSUS INDIVIDUJ1L INSTRUCTION
Renat0 L. Meyer, M.M.
Western Michigan Uni versi. ty, 1970
In this thesis an attempt has been made to discuss ena
clarify some aspects of piano group :1..nstruction and individual
piano teaching.

The writer he.s tried to examine the relative

advantages and e:oa1s of oach end to point out so1re of their
p:l.tfalls and problems.

/m attempt has been made to emphasize

the t r0m endously import ant role which the teach el' plays in
group sesslons, as well a.s

inindividual lessons.

The dif

ferant abilities, character1stics, .levels, age groups ancl fu
ture plo.ns of the students have been taken in to consideratl.on.
Outl1nes of group lessons for beginners and an example of an
ind.iv1dus.l lesson have contributed to the discussion and clar1fication of the topic.

As a result of his investigation, the author presents
his own opin1on of an
research cone

in

ideal

teaching situation based

on

the

thi a paper and personal teaching expcri ence.

A cornb:i.nati on of both group instruction and the individual
lesson are ee.sential in the development of a broad rnus1cal
background J a refined musicianship, and a cultivated ar·t of
pie.no playing.

CHAPTER I
HISTORY-2.VOLUTION OF' 'I'HZ PIANO CLASS COl-:CZPT
Modem thinking in teaching music considers the piano
an instrument especially suited for group teaching.

l
I

The wide

range of the instrument, the possibil� ty of keeping several
studP.nts occupied simulta.neously, and the huge amount of lit era.tu re are cited as reasons.

The study of the piano 1� val

uable and should be a must for any music student.

(rt

is ba-

sic in music education and gives basic training in musician

!

t
f

ship, knowledge and understanding of musi<}
foundation for any other musical study.

It supplies a

Because of the rea

sons stated above, group instruction e.lmost becomes a necessity.
i

The idea of teaching piano in classes or groups of stu

I

dents is not new.

The schoolmasters of the sixteenth century

had several clavichords in their classrooms to teach young
t
i
l

atudeYJts the fundamentals of' mueic.

The 1 'modern II trend of

teaching piano in groups is evidently at least fou:r centuries
old.

It 1 s really a revival of an old El.lropea.n educatl onal

custom.

The master class has always been popular in &trope

and was brought to America by great furopean teachers.

There

fore, music instruction in the nineteenth century in the United
States was ba.sically influenced by the traditions of ):"}lrope.
But before the ninete8nth century, which was

11 The

Cen

tury of' Piano and of Piano Muslc, n we find a pioneer of piano
1

class teaching in early America:

Alexander Reinagel.

1

Rei-

nagel, the eon of a ho mplayer who had come to .Bhgla.nd from
Australia,

was born in Portsmouth, .England.

The advantage

of growing up in a musical family where everyone played more
than one instrument was naturally of great importance for the
gifted child.

After the Civil War (1786), he emigrated to the United

1778.

I
I

an early ae;e, he wa.s an excellent keyboard

Reinagel spent some time in Glasgow, Scotland in

player.

f
f

At

States.

He was the first

teaching approach in
piano instruction.

keyboard player to advocate his new

America:

class

piano and individual

He soon bec��e a leader in establishing

cultivated musical traditions.

Besides his unusual teaching

methods, he oreanized concerts, performed

i
I

!
!
''

I

himself, and composed

a large collection of various compositions.

Historically, it

is rather interesting to discover that class teaching of a
keyboard instrument existed as eai-•ly as t,rn hundred years ago.
Reinagel wrote pedagogical material for group and individual
piano teaching.
A Collection of the Most

Favorite Scots Tunes with Va

r-l_g.tion:;a. are also worth mentioning.

He recognized the dynamics

and advantages of group teaching., but he was also aware of the
necessity

of private lessons in special cases.

He was one of

l

the f irst teachers to bring theory into the piano lesson.

1

This

I

11 w1ae

and experienced teacher is with his excellent

1M.cClenny, Anne, "Alexander Reina.gel. t1
Music Teacher, (Sept.-Oct. 1969), 38-50.

The American

3
taste and fine musicianship very important in the establish

ment of a musical tradition in· i:.he United States. 02

Reinagel spent the last year of his life in Baltimore, where

he died in 1809.

I
I
I
I

In spite of this early start, social pressures preven-

ted the idea of class piano teaching from spreading widely
in this country until 1920.

The height of piano class

teaching occurred in 1930, when many cornmuni ties supported
piano groups in their schools.

During the Depression and

World War II, the popularity of piano classes decreased

Of course, one major reason was the inadequate know

again.

ledge and abilities of the teachers, who were, and often

still are, insufficiently trained.

A lack of musical, psy

chological, and pedagogical 11:nowledge did not contribute in

malting the idea of class piano popular in this country.

In E.lrope the idea of group teaching is extremely com
mon and has been developing rapidly during the last three
decades.

Group instruction is applied in almost every school,

conservatory, or "Hochschule".

Among others, Margit Varro,

a student of Liszt who started her professional career as a
concert pianist, was one of the pioneers of piano group

teaching in Germany.

She emigrated in 1938 to the United

States, where she started to lecture and teach in the &.st

and Middle West.
2

1 bid. , p. 1+9 •

4
Private piano instruction in the nineteenth century was,
more or leas, a privilege of the aristocracy.

lmier1ca.ns had

to travel to Ellrope in order to study with a famous tutor.

At the end of the ini et eenth century, when the pi a.no cmne
into the home of tho citizen and the common man (in &!rope
as well a.s in the States), the demand for good private lessons
grew rapidly •
t

tI
r

!

l

CHAPTER II

PIANO GROUP INSTRUCTION
Definition of Terms

The terms class piano, piano class, and group piano

I

I
t

are collective names which include an incredible variety of
types, foms, and manners of execution.

(A

class or group

means everything that includes more than one person in a

teaching si tuation3 1.,;e may find up to twenty-four students

in the electronic music laboratory of an American university,

where the electronic piano has to be considered a necessary
tool.

We might find sixteen industrious students studying

and playing in turns, singing, moving, and using Orff's in

struments; or three students and one teacher working toge
ther at one piano.

One is unable to cite all the possibili

ties which are included in the terms class

and group.

Group and individual instruction should have one e:oal in com

I

tf

i
t
i

mon:

to teach musj_ c at the piano.

For future reference in

this worlc only small groups are referred to--groups that con
eist of two to four students (up to six if absolutely neces

sary) and no more.

5

6

I

Goals of Group Teaching
What are the general goals a piano teacher has to try
to reach when he 1 s inst meting

agers, or adults?

his groups of children t teen

It makes little or no difference if the

teacher 1 a preparing public school teachers or instructing
a group of students who just want to play for the fun of t t.

I

The standards should be equally high.
the lesson to acquire musical literacy.

The student comes to Therefore, the in

struction should set defin1 te goals to aee that each student
acquires 11 teracy.

The teacher should pre·pare himself care

fully for each lesson and have an outline of what he wants
to accomplish in one, two, three or four years clearly estab
lished..

Use a lesson plan each de.y.

'l'he piano teache1� should not only teach
will be soon forgotten; he should try to train

pieces, which
and educate

the complete musician 1n his students and guide them to the
utmost capacity of their musical abilities in ever-y respect.

3

In�luded in each lesson should be:
--analyzation and understanding of the structure
of the music which is being studied (Music History; •
--sip.htreading and accompanying (cover as much
literature as possible).
--theory, meaning the use of basic harmonic ma
terial in harmonizing melodies.
--ear training with the help of transposing,
grasping melodic, harmonic, ru1d rhythmic features
as a pattern of complete unity.
3Mehr, Norman, "Develuping Musical Literacy Thr-ough the
Pio.no Class. 11 Clav:i.cr, VI (January 1967), 17-19.

7
--improv1 zatlon and playing by ear ( very impor
tant in the befinnine; of t5roup inst ruction of
children).
'.I'hese five major goals of piano inst ruction are excel
lently suited for teamwork.

The students' ability to listen

and be alert is stressed very much in a group.
should

Which level

be reached after a year, for example, depends, of

course, on the group, the age of the students, their ability
to learn, the alertness and capacity of the teacher, and on
the time spent for the actual instructlon.

Of course, not

all of the five subjects mentioned can be stressed because
of scheduling problems and time limitations.

The teacher

must then mark down the nerlected aree.s an d errphasize them
in the next session.

This helps also to make each lesson

new end different, which is much more stimulating and inter
esting than following a set routine.
Grouu Dvnan1ics
The most natural situat.:i.on in wh.:i.ch new knowledge and
new skills can be learned is in a group of students.

The hu

man being is by nature a social creature and normally enjoys
being wl th others and experl enc1ng various activities ,vith
them.

This is especially true for children.

The joy of

shar-lng a creative art 1s an important factor in_ group lessons
with young ones.

Inhibiti ans and fea.r·s reced0 and stimula

tions and interactior!s grow and rr:ake the lesson alive, inter
esting, and often superior to a private lesson.

The children

J..cam together, but they are not necessarily engaged in the
same activit�.es at the sarr.e time.

Thls brings more vitality

--�

I

8

I

l

I

into the �roup, and the attention span is longer.

evon dull

drills can become exciting when they are done by the group •
.Ehcouragement from the teacher and the other students halps
some children to accomplish more than they normally would
in a one to one s1 tuation.
thing,

Performing becomes a very natural

since the children play constantly for each other.

The more gifted child, the leader, learns to help his fellow
students, which

is

beneficial to his own discipline.

In a

group lesson we have a constant give-and-take atmosphere of
competition which encourages the chi1d to think independently.
The same is true for the teenager and the college stu
dent.

To cl te just one example:

t1�y to have a teenager or

college student sing a little phrase, a question or an answer.
It is barely possible to guide him over his shyness.

Now

take a small group, sing the quL�stion, have each student
sing a sul table answer.

Di ,ride the group:

tion and two sing an answer simultaneously.

two sing a ques
You will find

that you get the result you want after a little while, but you
mie_ht struggle endlessly in the one to one situation.

This

i:ndicates that the encouraging spirit of a good group makes
many things mo re natural,

relaxed, stimulating, and rewarding.

The adult beginner also pr�fits greatly from a group
situation.

He usually approaches the subject of learning a.

new inst.cu:ment with a strong feeling of being defeated before
he even starts, because it is too late anyway and you cannot

9
teach new tricks to an o1d dog.

4

But he would love to learn

how to play the piano; he regr·ets very much tha.t he e:ave it
up w}1en he was young.

In this situation, a skillful teacher

can have excellent results from group teaching, if he has
the sensiti vity to put the right stud.ents together..

This

is naturally a prerequisite.
The Orgenl zation of Piano Groups
If a piano teacher organizes piano groups he has to
consider two important aspects--the age of the- students and
their learning abllity.

The children, teenagers, college

students, and adults should be grouped as compatibly as
possible.

Since the re,te of speed in learning might be dif

ferent in children of the same age, it is wise to select
groups based on the:tr ae:es and learning abilities.

It is

usually not advisable to teach an advanced nine year old to
gether with a seve nteen year old student of the same level.
Mature five to seven year old children, eie:ht to twelve year
old ones, and teenagers rr,ight work well as teams together.
The indi vj_dual proeress of each child during the teaching
sessions must also be considered, and it is a good idea to
exchange students occasionally from one group to another to
put them in a level rr;o re suitable for them.

This also brings

renewed life into a group and micht help to refresh the
group spir1 t.

4

.Etlwards,

The u-11.ity of the group has to be preserved at

Ru th,

11 1?1

ano Study for the Adult. 11

II (September 1963), 19-22.

Clavier,

10
all times.

Interest has fo be maintained by a constant varie

ty in activities.

Pace the lesson and move quickly from one
Pre

aubject to the next one with as little tallc as possible.

ferably, beginning children should be taught in groups, at
least two to four students together.

The ideal age to start

group teaching with children is approximately seven.

Singing,

clapping, tapping, moving, using percussion instruments, and
playing the piano--all these different creative activities be
long in the firat piano lessons of beginning children.

It

start three to five year olds in a prepa

l
i

is even better to

I
l

ratory music program, wher·e the emphasis is on eurhythmics

I

I

and the use of tonal percussion instrumants.

In other words,

a readiness program \vhich is strongly influenced by Carl Orff' s
Schulwen{e ideas.

In this case, each class can consist of

ten to fifteen children who usually enjoy this sort of music
teaching tremendously.

It is not advisable to switch a private piano student
into a group situation; the teacher will have
difficulties.

to face some

He will have to convince the student's parents

that group teaching is not inferior to private instruction.
Piano groups can be taught at all levels.

In college

teaching, the students should be administered placement tests
to facilitate their grouping according to intelligence, musi
cal background, technical abi 1:1. ti es, anc. speed of learning and
pro�resslng.

The more advanced a group of students is, the

srr.a.ller it should be.

Mo re indi vi duali zed in st ruction is

definitely needed for the very adva..."1ced piano student.

The

instruction time for college groups should be fifty minutes;
the class should meet at least twl ce a week.

Teenager class ea

should meet once a week for sixty minutes of instruction, and
beginning children twice a week for a session of twenty to
thirty minutes.
but frequent.

Practice periods of ·beginners should be short
In the piano groups of a private teacher in the

community, the parents should consider the fact that they ac
tually get more for their money in the group situation than
in private lessons.

T'.ne teacher, however, definitely spends

more energy in a class situation than in a p1�vate lesson.
It is a very good idea to bring piano group instruction

I

l
i
I

into the curriculum of the public school system in order

to give all the children equal opportunities and to encourage
their natural creative and musical abilities.

Recorder groups

are also extremely valuable, but should be taught, like the
piano group lessons, only by a specially trained teacher.

Some schools have taken piano group teaching into their cur
rl culum a number of years ago. 5 Of course, the groups have

to be larger; because, in the school system, the question of
money is a very important factor that has to be consideredo
I
I

The Role of the Teacher in Piano Group Instruction
The general qualifications of a piano group teacher

ll

t
i

have to be very similar to those of a classroom teacher.
5
The National Association of Secondary-school Principals,
The Function of 1-�usic in the Secondar:v-School Curriculum,
Music E:lucatoi'B National Conference, Chicago, 1952, 24-27.

12
His organizational abilities and his projective powers have
to be superb.

He faces the same situation as that of a class

room teacher because group dynamics and interactions are pre
sent among twenty-four students as well as among four students.
Thus, the teacher has to have a sound understanding of the
classroom situation and of his own behavior in this situation.
He has to know the tools that are necessary to understand,

i
J

guide, and constantly improve the lea.ming process of his
students •

I

.As a leader of this learning process, he interacts

wl th the children.

He has to be aware of the effect which

his own behavior creates among the students.

He intentionally

guides and influences the activities of his group or class.
He has to be able to accept, clarify, and use ideas of his
students (teaching ls not telling) to

reflect accurately the

ideas of others; to present summarized ideas in a group dis
cussion; to encourage rather then discourage (and put his questions accordingly�); to use as little criticism as possible
ii

I
I

(praise e.ccomplishes so much more); and to under·stand the
emotional and psychological characteristics of his students.
Since the ideas and methods of teaching the piano change
rapidly, he has to l{eep up with a lot of readlng in order to
stay informed.

He has to show enthusiasm for music because

enthusiasm is contagious.
6

6

.Amidon, .shnund J. and Ned A. Flanders, The Role o[ the
Teacher in the Cle.e sroom (Minneapolis, Minn.: I'aul S. Amidon
� Associate�l°9t>J)--;---pp: 1-4.

13
The specific qualifications of a group piano instructor
are

. ted.
of equal importance and very often underestima

Above

all, the teacher has to have a superior knowledge of the sub
ject he is teaching--to be two levels ahead of his own stu
is by no means enough.

dents

The broader his whole

cultural

and musical background is, the Tr.ore his students will profit-this includes the lmowl edge of languages,
etc.
I .

art, general history,

In other words, he has to be an excellently educated

person

himself, and his own standards regarding education

should be very high.
students.

Only then can he set high goals for his

Knowledge of piano literature, music

history, mu

sic theory, performance abilities, piano methods, pie.no peda

gogy, and psychology are a must for the good teacher.

He

must also be able to si e:htread fa.i rly well and to accompany. 7
He should be familiar with instruments other than the piano

and preferably be able to play one or more.
ability, however, cannot

I-

abilities.

only be judged by his performing

A mistake often made by colleges 1s that of hiring

a piano teacher from a tape recording only.
teacher should be required
in

His teaching

The prospective

to give some demonstration lessons

addition to submitting a performance tape, because teaching

will be his main responsibility.

Not every excellent pianist i a able to teach group or
7Robinson Helene and Richard L. Jarvis ed. Teachill6
,
,
,
Piano in Classroor:1 and Studio (Washington, D.C.: Music ili.u
catorsNational Conference, 1967), pp. 16-20.

individ ual lessons.

A good teacher also needs another, very

important, attribute--a sympathetic and sincere liking and
understanding of people.

The relati onship of teacher and pu-

pil d oes not suffer in the group s1 tuation if the gr oup teach8
It takes
er is capable of handling the situation· correctly.
much more energy for the teacher to do group work.
importance

Of primary

1s the teacher's ability to keep the group tog e

ther, plan the lesson to the minutest detail, and move with a
fast pace from one subject to the next one.

If

a good musi

cian lacks these ab:tliti es, group instruction accornplishes
little or nothi ng.
The personal characteristics of the piano group teacher
are al so of great importance.

They are the same as those of

the classroom teacher--a pleasing personality, qui et enthu
siasm for the subject he is teaching, professional loyalty,
self-discipline, efficiency, alertness, and an abundance of
physical energy.

He has to be the leader of

the group; de

velop r espect; and est ab11 sh di scipl1ne, good attl tu des, and
work habits among his students.
The ability to organize the subject and select definite
goals for h:ts piano groups have alr eady been mentioned.
Pitfalls and Problems in Group Instruction
There are a few common dangers in piano group teaching

.8

Bishofi, Dorothy, 11 Class Pi ano and the Teacher-Pupil Re
lationship.' Clavier, V,(November, 1966), 44-45.

I

f

15
which cA.n be avoided if they are recognized in time.

Perhaps

1t is helpful to keep the points listed below in mind.
1.

Try to avoid giving a series of private lessons in

a group sfisslon.

Some group teachers are so concerned with

the mi stakes which a single student mak:es, that they forget
they group si tu.aM.on.

AJ.way s try to involve the entire

group when you are teaching.
2.

Avoid training your students to be concert artists.

Very few piano students will become concert, artists, or
fessional performers.

pl"O

The task of the teacher is to tea.ch

the basic funda."Tlcntals of music to his students, some under
standing of it, and above all some f ac:\. liti es of making 1 t.
This has to be taught to students of exceptional, aver,9,ge,

and below average abilities.

I

A

too l�fid training is not

necossaFf, but this does not mean to lower the standards end
goals.

'rhe superior talent will soon be recogn:l.zed (if 1 t

ever shows up in group tee,ching at all) and will be put under
different requirements.
3.

Enphasize the joy of making music.

cially important for tha beginning group.
ginner to the lesson.

This is espe

Joy brings the be-

It is his most valuable asset.

Music

1s a creative le.nguaee of the emotions--not the language of
the ear, fingers, and mind

only.

In

rny

opinion one of the

most- frequent mi stakes in the teaching of any instrument is
the joy is killed; and once this fla.'Tie is smothered, the les
sons become meaningless.

The appreciaU.on and love for music

16
might be lost for the stu·d.ent for the rest of hie life.

And

do not forget what an important task a.nd responsi bi11 ty you
have as a piano teacher.

1!.ven if you might not be teaching

outstanding talents, you teach the amateur who may later play
an important role in his community.

You can develop a 11 felong

hobby for your students by teaching them to love music, which
is needed so desperately in this hectic world of ours.
4.

I

I
f

l

l

I
f

t

i
I

I
I

Avoid cramming too much knowledge into your stu

dents in the fi r•st lessons.

Since the beginner comes to his

lesson in order to make music, the experience at the keyboard
should come before the wr1 tten drills, symbols, or no�e read
ing.

Ste.rt a group of beginners out by teaching them by rote;

let them find the tune by ear.
thm with their bodi cs.

Let them first feel the rhy

Give only as many facts as the stu

dent 0211 absorb and use :1.mm edi ately, because the teaching of
too many facts before they are disgested has no value.
t.o lead your students, but do not push them.

Try

Try to guide the

group with questions, and be patient about forgetfulness of
facts.

Yet be firm and have strlct rules.

Watch how you

correct m ,,.. stakes and do it in positive ma.nner--0ncouraging,,
rather than discouraging, by asking the right questions or by
having the students correct themselves among each other with
out hurting a players feelings.

5.
permanent.

Reinforce correct playing habits so they beccme
This especially refers to all technical problems

such as incorrect hal"ld and ann po si ti on (the whole playing
mechanism), faulty fingering (fingering mali::es or breaks a

,.

J.7
piece), wrong rhythm a.nd notes, and sloppy pedalling.

Teach

your group how to practice in order to make the best use of
the time set for this purpose--never play over a mi stake with
out correcting the error immediately.
to listen to what he plays.

Help the student learn

The balance between melody and

accompaniment and the shape of phrases and dyne.mi cs are often

I
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neglected.

These last three importnat aspects are, of course,

especially hard to teach in a group situation, and thus require
spec:tal attention.

The dynamics and the emotional and musical

contents of' a composition have to be exage:e1"'ated in order to
play a piece convincingly.

It is difficult for a player to

maintain the attentlon and interest of an audience.

'.I.'hia

brings us to the next point of group teaching.
6e

Fight stae-e-fright right from the beginning of a

young student's career and extinguish its roots as early as
possible.

Naturally, some nervousness :tn perfo nning is nor

mal; 1 t is even necessary because an unemotional perfonner
plays the same way too.

The excessive fear of playing in

front of others is not necessary and should be analyzed ��d
d1. scussed between teacher and student.

Here, of course, the

group situation is ideal--the students get used to playing
for each other from the start.

The teacher should have in

formal recitals and worl'.:shops as frequently as posslble.

The

none-recital-a-year" can become a terror for a. child, and one
breakdown in a perfo:nnance of a youne child ca..n be a horrible
exper•ience ta.king all his joy of playing away from him for good.
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There are many practical sugpestions with which the
teacher can help his students to control performance nerves.
1.

Put your mind on your music and try to think of

nothing else.
music.

Lose yourself compl�tely in the spirit of this

Love and breath0 it; you are just a channel through

which this music flows, so put your thoughts away from your
own self.
2.

Know every sine::le note of your music.

Know it two

hundred percent, since you might lose one hundred percent in
front of the audience.

In order to have your music under com

plete control, you have to have it memorized with your ear,
eye, mind, and fingers.

You must know every detail concerning

structure, analyzation, dynamics, fingering, etc.

You should

be able to start at any place in your performance piece and
play from there; or write it down.

Only a very few students

have a photographic memory; most of them have to work hard in
order to memorize completely safely.
3.

Give many practice performances and put yourself in

the mood of playing in front of an audience.
only

Even if you have

one listener, this can be very helpful for your perfor-

rnance.

4.

Always show poise and a confident attitude when you

are on the stage.

Never let the audience sense how you feel.

Keep your dignity under all circumstances; consider the au
dience your

5.

friends.

Play in front of others as often as you can.

Per-

I
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forming is something which has to be done again and a.gain in

t

I
lf

order t.o get used to 1 t and maintain only nonnal ·nervousness.
It takes, hov.·ever, a trem 0ndous a.mount of courage and wi 11
power to accomplish this goal and become a performer.
6.

A positive mental attitude towards p0rfonning

should be taugi-it from the first less on on and is another re
aponsi bility of the piano teacher--especl ally of the teacher
of beginnine- students.

Fear is contagious.

be encouraged and stressed.

Confidence should

Always start your music out at

a slower tempo then you actually had in mind.
very sa.fe rule especlally for the beginner.

This is a
Under the excite

ment of a performance the tempo will speed up anyway and find
1 ts no rroal pace.
Nevel" dismiss a slow student who is willing to learn
and shows a lot of interest.
him; he might catch on later.

Encourage and be patient with
At least you can keep his

joy

and his interest in music alive.

il

Ii
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Do not keep a student who shows no interest in the sub
ject at all.

An uninterested student will not learn ,.reJ.1 and

might even destroy the s pi r1 t and communication of your group.
Find out what he would like to do--perhaps another instru
ment or a dif'ferGnt field of creativity; such as art.

But

talk it over with the student and his parents in a kind, yet
firm, manner.

Do not just throw him out rudely.

If you

dismiss a student, do not be afraid of the financial loss of
such a procedure.

Your professional reputation will bene

fit, your honesty will be appreciated, and the vaca.ncy will
soon be filled.
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The $J.uipment of the Studio

f

To convert a piano studio into a group teaching room 1s
not necesoarily as expensiv0 as one might think.

Pr•imarily

each studio should have two pianos, a grand and an upright.,
no matter if the teacher gives private. lessons or group in
A blackboard, a wooden keyboard for the demonstra

struction.

tion of hand positions, a t0lephone, some chairs, tables and
files ar·e necessary.

A portable record player and a tape re

corder can be very helpful for teacher and group.

It is im

portant for the teacher to have as much teaching material-
music and dictionaries--around as poaible,
according to purpose,

f

I

subject 1 and level.

all

neatly arranged

As a private and

group teacher-, one can never be certain what the next minute
demands.

The teacher should be prepared for

all

occasions.

Silent keyboards are not necessary for small groups; they are,
of course, very helpful in class piano.

A music stand e.nd

3ome percussion instruments such as trin.ngJ.es, cymbals, and
drums a.re a nice addi tlon for a piano group--so are recorders.
Never neglect the care of your instruments and keep them in
perfect tune.

Pianos have to be tuned at least twice a year.

Put them at an insl de wall, not too close to the heat.

Try

to keep the room temperature somewhat constant.

I
f

A waiting room with books and magazines should also be
provided

cy

the teacher.

studio so that parents can come and vi oi t the class f�eqµently
a..'1d 1.nfo rm ally.

i

There should be enough place in the
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Outlines of Group Les sons for Beginners
How to learn and understand a new piece
The teaching of a new piece to a group of students can
be done in an interesting and challenging manner by the pia..'110
teacher.
excercise.

The new composl tion can be used as a si ghtreading
Two of the four students sit at the piano, and the

other two stan.d behind the players.

I

&ch of the players pla.ys

one part of the piece with one hand.

The third student taps

the beat vii th a wood-block, and the fourth student, taps the
first beat of each measure v,•ith a triangle.

'l'hus, rhythm,

met0r, and t0mpo have to be kept very st r1 ctly; the players
cannot hesitate, correct, or get fast er in their playing.

l

It

is advisable to start the music at a slow tempo on the first
playing.

On the second try the students change places.

On

the third try one student plays the composition alone, and the
three others may fo nn a soft percussive backgr01md using their
imagination regarding the playing of the percussion instruments.
More important than the technical aspect of a new piece is
its musical contents.

Without this grasping and understand-

ing of a composition the students can never obtain the proper
and meaningful interpretation.

•'

empty notes mean?

A.Yid what does the playing of

Absolutely nothing.

No matter how short

and simple a phrase or a piece is, it should always be played
mus:l.cally.

This is one of the most important tasks the music

teacher ha.s--to teach his students to play rnusically.

In a

group situation, the cifferent ldeas and• questions of the
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students regarding the musical contents of a composition, ca.n
be very helpful for the teacher .

fl
'
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to adjust his preparation of a new

The teacher of ·course has

piece

and capacit:v of his group of students.

to the

age,

level,

He might ask questions

to point out a nd cle.rify a new composi.t1.on for his students.
For example:
1vhat 1 s the name of the lowest tone of the fi.nal
chord? Let us compare this tone with some of the
Do you find that they have some
beginning ones.
thing in common?
Look, the final choni related to the accidentals in
beginning gives us the key of the piece.
Another point 1 s that the beginning chord and final
chord should be ccn structed out of the notes of the
tonic chord of the key th�t we just found. Is this
correct?
Can you find the dominant chord somewhere in this
piece? Perhaps in the middle of the composition,
before the repeat sign?
Where do we find the melodic climax of our piece?
We should be able to recognize it from the highest
note or group of notes.
Tne dynamic climax should
be at the same place--right?
Did you realize that almost all the pieces we have
played so far consisted of measure groups which can
be divided by four? Is the same true for the new
piece?
Let us compare that with songs which are familiar
to us. Count the rn easu res--are they in groups of
eight, twelve, or sixteen? Let us find out where
you can take a breath in our piece. Where do the
phrases end--where do they begin?
Let us sing the melody together to make that easier.
We will find the phrases much better this way.
Does the beginning melody return in the last par-t?
Do you know some sonP:s which are built the same way?
Do you see that our piece has the same form as these
songs?

23.
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Conclusi.on:

Let the students discover
• by theg·,selves.

Guide them with your questions towards the right direction •.
How to teach and cla1�fy the rhythm of a new piece
This exercise is meant to be a preliminary study to
wards the acqui si ti on of a new piece.

Only the rhythmical

structure of the whole composition 1 s played:
--one student claps the upper voice, the second taps
the rhythm with a woodbloclc, the third the meter
with a hand drum and finally the fourth student plays
a. first beat of every measure with a triangle.
--one student taps the upper voice with a woodblocl{,
the second claps the rhythm, the third the first
beat of each measure with a triangle, and the fourth
student the meter with a hand drum.

--do not use any percussion instruments but the clap
ping of your hands. Teach the students how to cul
tivate the clappine; of their hands (it can produce
vowels, and soft, and harsh sounds), and vary their
tasks regardins: which part of the piece they play.
There are a vast variety of possi bi liti es in how to

I
I

teach the rhythm of a. now piece.

Time dictation right from

the first lesson helps, of course, to establish a feeling of
pulse and beat and is necessary in the piano lesson, as well
as pitch dictation.

The more parts or voices a composition

has, the more challenging and interesting can the teacher
present the music to his students.

i

I

I
I

How to teach concentration
A vsry good mental exercise for the students I concentration is playing the new piece silently before it is
played with sound.

The fingers of the players rest loosely

, .,-

!I

I
I

I
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upon the keys, each note is played in the mind, the fingers
change position with a slight movement
only, and the keys are
•
not pushed down.

This "silen t finger playing" is also valuable

in establishing the riEht fingerings.

The same exercise can

be done on the lid of the closed piano -or on a silent keyboard.

p

How to teach memorizing
Learning a new p:lece and memoriz1.ng it should happen
sirnultaneously.

!

I
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From the beg.inning the students should learn

to un derstand that there are four diffe '.·ent senses tbat oan
be used in the process of memorizing:
--the l!lind mcmory--which demands that the student
understand t}1e structure, harmonic progressions,
rhythmic patterns, musical ideas, and dynamics of
the piece he is learning.
--the finger memo ry--an automatic, muscular feeling

of where the student has to put his fingers; a phy

sical skill.
Howev0r, the most insecure rnemorlzing
aids in perfor�ance, if used by itself.
--the eye mernory--a. visual picture of the music on
the page and on the keyboard is remembered. Some
students have a fantastic photographic memory which
is a natural fift.
--the ear rnemor-y.;..-musi cally the mo st lmpo rt ant of
the four senses; the student relies upon the aural
sounds, pitches, and rhythms he remembers.
None of the four senses, however, are completely reli
able when used seperately.

All four have to work together in

o rd.er to achieve the greatest accuracy and secur1 ty in per
formance.
The teacher should try to bring the memorizine: process
ri ght into his group 1 es son.

For example:

take any two rn ea

sures from a n ew piece to be learned, and have the students

If

r
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look with the greatest concentration at the music.

Let them

close -�heir eyes, and have them try to see the note-picture.
Let them open their eyes again and look once more at the
measures in question.

Now take the l!lusic away a.nc let two

students play what they can remember by eye memory.

Now

have the next two students play what they hear by ear.
Another teachlng possibility is that each student memo
rizes only one part of the composition and that both students
try to play the memorized music immediately.

If it is an easy

corr.position, they can transpose the melodic line of the memo
rized measures.

Memorizing is easily improved and accomplished

when taught right from the beginning.

However, it has to be

i_au_1:.,.ht by the teacher to the students; the different "How
tos ••• " have to be explained.

It is not a task the students

can achieve easily withou t any help in th0:lr practising time
at home.
How to teach exercis0s a.rid make them worthwhile

I
l

About the importance and the value of technical exer
cises in froup lessons, a. whole book could easily be writ ten.
Fine:er exercises,

scales, arpeggios,

and chords offer many

possibilities and can be played in so many different ways
that they will be discussed here only briefly.

One fact the

teacher should �e�cmber is that exercises do not have to be
dull; they can be made interestinf and challenging for the
stud en ts, especially when they are played in a group si tua

I

tion:

II
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--two students play a. scale

in octaves.

--t.wo students play a scale 1n sixths.
--two stud ents play a scale in tenths.
--two students play a scale in thirds.
--two students play a scare in contrary motion
(left hand of tD:e partner •

--tv.ro students play in counterpoint; two against

one.

--two students play one part piano and the other
forte.
--two students play in various rhythmic groupings.

I

--two students play all possible arrangements with
four hands.

t
l

--two students play legato against staccato.
--three students play; one student using two hands,
the other uses only one hand.
--one student plays a scale in legato with two
hands, the other students accompany the player with
various percussion instruments.
Group instruction demands new ideas and combinations
regarding the playing of technical exercises; of course,

l
f

this requir•es an irr:aginative and alert teacher.
How to teach duet playine
Ensemble or duet playing is one of the most important
aspects in the piano lesson end cannot be emphasized enough.
Sightreading, the key to ensemble playing, is learned best
when students play to1:ether.

I

They learn the art of leaving

out the unimportant notes, playing wrong notes beautifully,
grasping fingerlnfs and rhythmic patterns quickly, and keep
ing a stea...91. tempo throughout a composition.

A great variety

*

of literature is published by various publishing companies
where both parts of a duet are 2qually difficult.

The teach

er might have two students play together and help out only if
it is absolutely necessary.

The students should switch parts

frequently, so that they are able to read bass- and trebleclef parts equally well.

I

Students with other instruments should

come into the lesson, in order to be accompanied.
To end a group session with ensemble playing is always
a joy for everi;one.

It is a good way to round off a well

balanced lesson.
How to play inspiring musical games with children

I

It is a fact that children love games and that they a.re
eager to win.

A creative teacher can make fu.'1

earn es

out of

As

o7.herwi se dull drills, exercises, and ear training tasks.

a teacher, do not be afraid to give occasional re�ards such
as candy, a piece of gum, or the picture of a composer.
the children learn one fact early:

Let

life rewards success.

The previous po:lnts were just a very few methodi c hints

i

that ml ght be helpful in group in st ruction.

There are many

mo re subjects that should be touched upon. regarding their
place and importance in piano group in st rue ti on.
--rote teaching and playing by ear in a group lesson.
--improvising in a group lesson.
--the import a.nee of the song in a group lesson.

* Schott

example.

in Mainz or Stipes in Qhampa1En, Ill. for

I
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--theory and ear training in a group lesson.
--music literature in a group lesson.
This wouJ.d, however, carry this work too far and not
leave enough space and room for the following chapters.

i

l
l

l
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CHAPTER III
INDIVIDUAL PIANO INSTi1UCTION
A definition of the term "individual piano instr-ucti on n
1 s not necessary, since 1 t applies to only one situation:
the piano teacher and his piano student.

Goals of Individual Instruction
Piano teaching is the art of combining music instruc
tion ru.1d personal leadership.

It is not a mechanical process.

On the contrary, its chief character1stic lies in the subtle
very personal element, that is present in a teaching situation.
The musical goals of individual piano instruction are
basically the same as in group inst ruct1on; however, they
vary in degree.

Perhaps it is sa.fe to sny that they are

different in the depth and broadness with which they are ex
plored.

Analyzation, sightreading, theory, ear training, and

f
!

1mprovi zation are present and stay valid in private piano
instruction.
The emphasis, however, is on the teaching of piano li
terature and on the interpretation of the music which is be
ing studied.

The average teacher cpends more

piece the student
j ecte.

tirr.e on the

is playing than on the other rousical sub-

This is partly due to the fact that the time is

29
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more limited.
minutes.

Most students come for a lesson of thirty

What can be done in thirty minutes?

Piano

playing

thus might become mo re important than a broader general mu
sic education.

1.

Pia.no technique is an important aspect of the

2.

Different touches are important and should be taught

les

son; each worthwhile technical exercise must have a musical
goal.

'

very diligently.
. 3.

Pedalling is an art, and a student should be made

thoroughly familiar with it from the first lesson.

The cor

rect and proper use of the pedal in a composition is very of
ten responsible for a beautiful sound.
4.

Detailed interpretation, the shaping of phrases, and

the melodic and dynamic climax of a piece can be taug)1t more
in detai 1.

5.
�

•

i
•
t
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T'ne art of practicing can be stressed e.nd pointed

out to the student.
6.

Memorization should be explained and clarified.

A

mystery for many students, because they were never taught
how to memorize, is actually seeing this accomplished.
The piano teacher has the great responsibility to

se

lect the teaching material carefully and according to the
needs, lev0ls, and talents of a. student.

The teacher must try

z

to guide each individual toward the right direction of good

i

taste.

f

.. .
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These general suggestions can be applied to pri va.te

t

piano lessons given to children and adults of all ages and

I

Since the time spent in a music lesson is much less

levels.

than the time spent on other subjects--like

daily rGading.

spelling, writing, and arithmetic less-ons in school--rapid
advances cannot be expected from the student.

The teacher

has the obligation to plan the lesson very carefully in or
der

to make the most out of the assignment time.

Ea.ch pri

vate lesson should be a valuable and varied musical experi
ence for the student.

Variety and the enthusiasm with which

the teacher tee.ches his subject are very important.
An over-all plan

for one year helps the teacher t remen

dously to give well organ ized lessons.

The teacher should

also establish definite �oals which he

should try to reach

wlt.h each student within one year of study.
should refer to this plan frequently.

The teacher

The accomplishment,

of cour se, depends on the student's capacity and ability.
Subjects in which the student is weak should be especially

l

stressed.

It does not hurt the student's progress to have

a numbe r of consecutive lessons with emphasize this
ject.

This special

11

one sub

dM.ve" might be for memorlzing, ear

training, sightread1ng or other aspects of piano playing.
One primary

rule for ruiy piano lesson is:

to hear every sound he produces.
string player has an

advantaee!)

teach the student

Regarding this point a ..
Technique and sight reading

should be an experience for the ears as well as the eyes.

·.<.......---�......---�-1,e..-r,_,,
...
,. ___
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The presentation of a new piece can be dne in many dif
ferent ways.

It depends on the student's capacity and the

difficulty of the piece.
The last impression a. student carries away from a piano
lesson is very important; it should always be a. musical one.
After the student has mastered the first difficulties
and is able to read and play at a beginning level, he should

l

play, or at least be exposed to, compositions from each era
of music 11 terature--from early Baroque through twentieth
century.

I

J

For chlldren, a good approach is through folk

music and the folk-song taught by rote.

t

I

II

the best possible mate r1 al.

Folk music pr:-esents

It has inspired some of the

greatest composers--BreJ'lms, Bartok, etc •. It helps to develop a sound musical taste in a child.

Supplementary material

s hould be chosen carefully.
However, if a student lil{es popular music and jazz, he
should be allowed to play what he likes (but not e:x:clusi vely).
Let the student pick out some of his pieces by himself.

A

teacher should not force his taste regarding literature on

I

the student, but guide him carefully in order to ke ep the .J.Q,y

'•

of playing and the love for music alive.

I

I
l

'I

The more lessons of preparation the teacher plans the
less lessons of correct:ton are needed.

As a teacher, try to

avoid negative sugrestions, because they quite often produce
the opposite of the intended. result.

If a student comes into

the 'n'ell planned lesson full of enthusiasm with a newly dis
covered piece and wants to play it, let him play the piece.

•
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The mood of the child at the moment is more important
than the organization of the lesson.

The previous assignment

can be hoard later.
The most important goal of any music lesson is to estab11 sh musician ship and love for mus:l c.
Student-Teacher Relationship
Many intangible factors are involved in the relationship
between a student and a teacher.

A prerequisite for a success

ful teacher is his s:tncere interest and love for his student.
He should have understanding and be conce n1ed about hi a pu
pil.

The teacher should be open-minded and an example, in

many respects in or-der to w:tn the support, attention, and en
thusiasm of his student.

I
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II

groups of students.

This a.ppli es to all levels and age

Also important for the priva.te piano

teacher is his relationship with the parents of his pupil.
For the child, the teacher becomes a person whom he
usually adores.

If the teacher handles the teaching situation

right, the young student will be anxious to please and do his
very best.
as a. friend.

He will open his mind and confide in hie teacher
It is a matter of the teacher's ability to main

tain rules and discipline.
It. is definitely necessary for a student to have abso
lute trust and confidence in his teacher.

Only then can his

capacity of learning be �ade completely useful.

For any

teacher, some training in psychology is extremely helpful.
Dynamic psychology and psychoanalytic knowledge can be of

.

,.
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inestimable value.

'Without a certain amount of this know-

le dge a teach0r might face teaching failures whi.ch otherwise
could have been teaching successes.
The relationship between a stud0nt and his teacher is
The teacher· can give his student

an especially close one.

confidence and support in his abilities and (for example)
the encouragement, energy and enthusi a.sm which are necessary
to enter a performing career.

I

f
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Stae:e fright, the fear of

memory lapses, and concentration problems during aperfor
mance of a student require a lot of understanding and en
couragement from the teacher.

Naturally, the abilities,the

talent, and the self-confidence of the student are important
facto rs, too.
As a conclusion:

teacher and student face a very spe

cial relationship which should bring forth confidence, success,
and understanding in both.
The Organization of the

I

Individual Lesson

The lesson plan
It is not enough for a piano teacher to "love" music 1.n
order to teach.

It takes yea.rs of studying an.d doing to ac

quire the qualifications that make a ttgood" teacher.

Know

ledge and experience broadens the teacher's horizon and makes
him more diversified for the teaching of all age groups and
levels of students.
Each teacher (as already mentioned in Chapter II), prl.
vate or college instructor, should carefully establish the

·"
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goals he wants to reach wit,h his student within a certain
time and work after a lesson plan.

Naturally each teacher

has his own personal teaching approach depending on hl a
musical gifts, his tempera.i11ent, his a bilities, and his o
pinions.

Considering the goe:-ls it is ·also irnpo rtant to keep

in mind who is being taught:
--a child

--a

young pr ivate s tudent

--a beginning s.dul t
--a colleee student.
A few fundamental aims which can be applied to students
of all ages ar1d levels, and which should be touched upon in
piano lessons, are:
--teach the development of a basic musicianship
by means of acqul ring the skill to read music.
--emphasize the listening to music by means of
li atener 1 s program, ear training and theory.

a

--encourage creativity by means of improvisation
and composing.
--teach exerd. ses to develop technical and musical
abilities.
--guide the student carefully through the variety
in the field of piano 11 tera ture, including al'
rangem ents and scores.
--stress ensemble playing in the form of duets
and. accompanying.
--try not to interrupt a student in the process of
playing an assigned piece.
Remember all the mistakes
a nd make the necessary correct::. ons afterwards.

i

I

--ahrnya keep in mind:
the approach you apply in
the lesson of a certain student depends entirely
upon the purpose establi.shed before.

--try to emphasize IpUsical interpretation (phrasing,
dynamics, pedaJ.llng}, technique, e.nd fingering in a ·
composition.

I

--avoid to neglect perfonning.
--write down the definite assignments for the next
lesson (of individual lessons it 1s invaluable ) •
--demonstrate often for the student.
Most teachers have strong ideas of the way young piano
students should·be trained.

However, flexlbility·in consi

dering the approach should always be observed.

For the stu

dent 1 t is mo re important to maintain an d keep alive the joy

I

II

I
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of making music than all the methods and organization.
Business Or_g_anlzation of the Private Teacher

A music teacher should be as well organized in teaching
music as

:,n business matters.

private teacher only.

This conce�ns, of coursesthe

He should be a. 1;1ember of a local,

state, or national teacher's organization, in order to meet
and exchange ideas with fellow musicians.
A few points regarding organization might be helpful
for tho pr-lvate teacher (group or individual instructor).
--make a set of printed rules and give them to
each pa.rent whon a new student enrolls. Secure
a.P:re01nent and understanding first before accepting the new student.
--be businesslike and strict about eny ree:ulations,
set-ups, and financial matters.
--keep a double record of paid bills or bills due.
--keep an eccure.te record on file of each student Is
name, address, father's profession, and phone number.
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--keep a record of each student's lesson. Mark
down the as9iv,ments {Uld the material and 11 tera
ture used. lcard file}.
Any person who is intelligent enough to learn and teach

music should be able to act businesslike and orderly in his
profession.

I

9

The Role of the Teacher in the Individual Lesson

I
I

one of the most importa.:Jt aspects in the personality of the

t

teacher is to have desirable qualities:

I
l
f

As mention ed previously in Chapter II, the qualifl ca
tions of the individual piano teacher are essentiall:'.>1 the
same as the attributes of the piano group teacher.

Once again,

neat appearance, in

telligence, flexibility, imagination, and wi11ingness to be
open-minded.

Iihthusiasm an.d love for the subject he is teach

ing ar-e indi spen SB.ble.

Sincere interest in people and easy

communication are invaluable.

'l'his is perhaps a problem which

some teachers face who are more capable to perform than to
teach--they have somehow lost this special "third sense" for
the feeling of the student a.t the moment of his lesson.

Fer

haps because they have lived too long in the seclusion and
isolation of their practice-studies.
in teaching is also lacking.
a necessity, a must.

Very often an inte:c.3st

For some artists teaching is only

This is understandable, but deplorable.

However, it might explain some of the reasons why sometimes
9

I

varner Bennett, Beulah "Piano Classes for m-eryone."

New York, Philosophical Librar�, Inc., 1969, pp. 51-54.
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an excellent perfo nning pianist is not a good teacher.

The

combination of an excellent perforro1ng artists and a good
teacher is quite rare.

The outstandlng teacher ia the piano

teacher who brings the best musical and technical capacities
forward in his students.
It is nee es sary for the piano teacher ( a.s for the per
fo n:n er) to have faith, confidence, and self-assurance in his
teaching abilities.

1'his confidence will be transferred to

the student and establish courage and reassurance.
The task of the piano teacher in a one to one situation
is in general sj_milar to the task of tho group instructor.
But, perhaps it is safe to say that it requires less energy

l
I

Ii
I

I

to teach

one

student than to teach a group of four.

In every

grade and level of piano playing, low or high, the teacher can
dwell more on the subt1 eti es of the interpretation in a cer
tain compo sj_ tion.

He can pay mo re attention to the kind of

sounds his student produces.

The different manners of touch

which ca.1-iract eri ze the piano tone might be explored to a
greater degree and might be cultivated more exclusively.
If a piano teacher has been teaching a certain student
for several years, both teacher and student are usually attached
to one another.

The teacher should always have an open ear for

the pe�sonal problems his student might encounter.

Even if he

has occasionally to spend a lesson in counselling instead of
piano teaching.

Perhaps he has helped his student more in this

one lesson, and this is important.

,,,. , ; , - - - - - -

---

------

-- --
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Kindness and firmness must go hand in hand.

For a

good t�acher as for any educator this is obvious and the
only natural teaching atmosphere.
Pitfalls and Problems in Indi vldual Instructlon
The first threat and danger that encounters the private
piano lesson (especially the lessons of beginning stud enta)
is the possibility that the teachine: session becomes dull and
repetitious.

The teacher might be following the same lesson

plan in every hour of teaching.

The student knows what to

expect every week when he comes to his piano lesson:
--scales end technical exercises.

I

l

I

--the assigned piece.
--some ear training, theory, and improvisation.
--sight reading.
There is nothing wrong with this outline of a lesson.
But, start with something different occasionally.
ple:

For exam-·

have one student 11 sten to a recording, play a piece

for the pupil that is written by the composer of the composi
tion he was supposed to play in his lesson,

etc.

In other

words, the interest of the student has to be ca,ptured in each
lesson.
This depends mainly on the alertness and the flexible
teaching abilities of the teacher:
routine.

do not fall into a dull

Try to change lesson plans frequently.

Be inven

tive and inspiring, and try to make the lessons al1 ve and
interesting.
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The second danger in a private lesson is a lack: of
challenge, of reality, and of interaction.
are present in a group situation.

In a prl vate lesson the

student and the teacher- vJork in seclusion.
to accomplish the difficult structure

I
'

All three forces

which is the normal status in a group.

Both have to try

of de-individualization
10
Thus, it is vary

important for the teacher in a private session to guide hie
student, to lessen his fears and inner-restraints, to en
courage and challene:e him, and to mal{e him

11 ready

tt

ar.d ttwell

prepared" for a group of listeners.

The third problematic aspect in the private lesson is
the ensemble playing.

This is sometimes neglected ( unless

the piano teacher· is able to play differ·ent instruments)
due to

the lack of possibilities, time, or both.

However,

en sernble playing, playing tofether with oth0rs, joining to
gether in duets, and jointng other instruments by accompany
ing them is real joy of playing and making music.

It is,

as a matter of fact, the Alpha and Omega for a musician and
his musical education.
The fourth danger which might threaten the individual
lesson is the need for the pian o student to perform.

(Some

aspects on performing were already discussed above under
Cha.pt er II.

Many private students almost never have the

possi bj_li ty to play in front of others.
lOJJD
idon and Flanders, p. 140.

Frequent workshops
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and infomal recitals should be arranged by the teacher.
Those rGcitals should be held aJ often aa possible with an
air of informality, especially for the benefit of the be
ginnirlg piano student.

The reel tals may offer pr1zea, par

ties, or games as r0waros.

They might thus become a key to

successful perform,mce.
The experienced teacher knows how to encounter and
deal with the problems and difficulties that arise in a
lesson.

Teaching exp0r1 ence acquired over many years i:s

invaluable.

The young and inexpeFlenced teacher has to

cope with many more problems an d difficulties.11

He has to

prepare his lessons even more carefully to avoid losing time
in correcting unnecessar·y errors.

There are many books on

piano teaching a.nd piano pedagogy which give sue;J!estions and
helpful hints to the young teacher.
is:

And yet his best help

Do it, teach for ma.Dy years, learn constantly and§£,

quire more knowledge.

Never lose the enthusiasm and

love

wbi ch are necessary for t.he t�aching of a.ny subject.
A lack of communication between the pr1 vate piano
teacher and the public school music teacher is sometimes
another unfortune,t e situation within a community.

This lack

of communi eating is not healthy for the situation of the
prl vate teacher.

the.school

He should work in close connection with

music teacher and also with his collegues.

,,
11Diller, Ane-.ela, ,1'he Splendor of Jv:usic
(New York:
Schirmer, 1957), p. 17.

.

--�
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The p 1'1. vate piano teacher must a.1 so be certain to
have the absolute cooperation of his students' pa.rents.

This

cooperation can make it easier for him to reach his established
goals.
The Studio
It is one of the responsibilities of a piano teacher
to provide proper studio facilities.

If the teacher is em

ployed by a college or school it is naturally the task of
this ins tituti on to equip the teaching room, and the teacher
should not have to worry about any details.
The studio of a piano teacher needs a certain minimum

f

l

of equipment and space.

One grand piano and one upright, or

even better, two grand pianos are extremely helpful in the
teaching situation.

Very often the teacher wants to demon

strate a special feature in a composition to his student and
can do so much mo re ef'f'ectively on a second instrument.

sic for two pianos can be played and cone ertos can be ac
companied by the other instrument.

t

f

Mu

It is superfluous to

mention that the best availible piano tuner should take
regula.r care of the pianos.

In many respects, it is very

bad for the student to play on an instrument that is out of
tune.
Of course, a teacher can also instruct with only one
piano in his studio.
ti1r.e consuming.
not be studied.

But this is more difficult and more

Besides that, t,rn-piano 11 terature can

-------------- --

.

-
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The admustable piano chair gives students of all dif
ferent sizes the possibility to sit comfortably and at the
pro per height in front of the keyboard.

Thie admustable

c hair 1 s a must for _any_ studio in o rd.er to develop the r-1 ght
posture at the instrument.
Ample shelving space should be provided; well supplied
with teachine- methods, sight reading material, 11 terature,
and compositions of the major composers from Baroque to the
twentieth century.

Great ca.re should be ta.ken to select

and buy only good editions.

Quite often the teacher wants

to pursue a certaln trend in a composition and demonstrate
it to his student in hand with various other works.

It is

also necessary to have a least.one good musical dictionary,
a history book, biographles, theory books, and a biograph
ical dictionary (already mentioned above under Chapter- II).
A desk containing the students' records and file cards, paper,
pencils, etc., should be in the piano studio.

I
Ii

A record

player, recorc;s end tape recorder are optional but extremely
useful.
The pianos should be placed out from the wall in or
der to give a better sound.

A piano should never be kept

near an outside wall or •window.
If a waitine: rcom for the students is not available,
the studio should be large enough to have extra space neal'
the door for so�e chairs and benches.

I
f

A bulletin board

should be placed close to the entrance door.
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The prl vate piano ·teacher must try to avoid teaching
in a tiny room close to the front door en.d the telephone.
He might have to face countless problems and frustrations if
To be undisturbed during a les

he tries·:to teach that way.

tI

son and have complete privacy is essontial for teacher and
student.
The atmosphere of the studio room is quite important.
It should offer the student a wann and friendly feeling.

It

is valuable to decorate the walls with good art, calendars,
and pictures of famous composers.

Studen ts are very recep

tive to this.
A Lesson on

a Debussy Prelude

Biographical sketch
Achille-Claude Debussy wa.s born on August 22, 1962,
at Saint-Germain-en-Le.ye.

Since his ancestors were simple

and plain rural people, he did not receive a thorough edu
cation

in

his youth.

However,

in 1873, a

friend of his fam

ily ( a student of Chopin) took interest in him ru1d helped him
to

be admitted at Lavignac's solfege class at the Conserva

tory.

He soon became a student of l(armontel 1 s piano class

and began to win

prizes

sta.Yldi:ng piano playing.

and honorable mentions for his out
When he became the pianist for Hadar.e

Nadiejda von Weck, h0 was able to tro.vel.
lend, Italy, and Russia.

He visited s,�,1 tzer

He studied corr.positj_on with �rnest

Guiraudin in Rome until 1884.

In

and composed his famous

Bergarnasque" for piano in 1888.

11 Suite

1887

he

returned

to

Paris
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Debussy was a slow and very diligent worker.

He often

went through the stages of ndelirlous enthusiasm" to the
"most hopeless di sappointrr.ent. 1112
His first symphonic work was "Prelude a 1 1 a pres-midi
d'un faune", 1892, followed by "Pelleas und Melisande".
needed ten years to finish the latter composition.

He

Other

import ant compo si ti ons ar·e "Quateo r a co rdes," "Nocturnes"
for orchestra ,"Suite pour le piano ," and ttzstampes" for the
piano (1903); the first real symphony,

La Mer"; and two

11

selections of "Images O for pi a.no; followed by the "Images"
for archest ra..

In 1910 the first book of the "Preludes 11

was finished ( Debussy was in Vienna and Budapest at that
time), in 1913 he completed the second book.

In 1914 he

traveled to Russia where he was received with triumph and
honors.

After the advent of World War I he was affected by

an incurable disease which ended his life in painful agony
in March 1918.

His last compositions were the twelve "Etudes"

for piano and sketches for "Nine Sonatas for vari.ous instru
ments. u
"Love, tenderness and pity are at the depth of Debussy's
13
soul. "
He is an esthete, an utmost refined artist who
loves the rare and exotic and who hat es vulgarity.
ceived "liberation of music by nature."

14

He con-

Many fonns of

leaves found in nature inspire his sensitive and subtle music.
12

Schmitz, E. Robert, The Pi a.no Works of Claude Debussy
Dover Publi sherS:-1966), p. 3. (New York:

13 Ibid.,

p. 7.

14rbid. p. 7.
,
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Beginnine; children should be always taught in groups.
But this author believes that more success can he achieved
by teaching certain musical subtleties in the individual
lesson.

For example:

Debussy's Prelude "Des Pas sur la

neigo".
The Prelude
Prelude, PraeJ.udium or Vorspiel was o.M..ginally designed
as a piece of music to be played as an introduction to a li
turgical ceremony ( an independent piece, the unconnected Pre
lude, fifteenth, sixteenth century!

In the Baroque era, the

Prelude is used as an introduction or first movement of a
Fugue or Suite (the connected Prelude, 1690-1750); quite of
ten a piece of fugal character itself, sometimes in free
style.

In the nineteenth century, however, this connotation
15
The Prelude desig
was lost (the disconnected Prelude) •
nates simply a pianistic character pi.ece, naturally based on
a short, certain motive, a prograrrme, or programmatic idea.
One of the first composers of the P.omanti c Era to use the

l

l!

I

i
t

term Prelude mer·ely as a title for his piano pieces was Frede

ric Chopin (twenty-four Preludes).

His followers are Scriabin

(eighty-five Preludes), Debussy with his reflective and poetic
pieces (twenty-four Preludes, Boole I an.d Book II) and Rachma
ninov (approximately twenty-three).
Analysis
The prelude, "Footprints i n the Snmv 11, is composed on
three contrapuntal levels:

(a)

the coristantly stumbling

47.

l

rhythm of the footfalls which remain at nearly the same pitch
throughout the piece ru1d is missing only in measure seven,
measures twelve through fi fteen, measure twenty-five, mea
sures twenty-nine through thirty-one, and the last two ending
measures.

(b)

The melodic, extremely expressive, and sen

sitive line which keeps the composition flowing and moving
and which consists of two elements, (c)

The steady pedal

points which add color to the two other voices through their
progressing dissone.nces and roue:}1 open flfths.
The composition can be divided into f'ive sections:
Section I (measure one throug,h measure seven)
The melodic material appears in the upper pa.rt
the first opening measure.

The middle voice carries the stum

bling rhythm of the footfalls.
pedal point.

I

)

after

The lower voice carries the

The tonal center i a D, and the melody has modal

characteristics (transposed Aeolian mode).
Section II (measures eight t hroue--ll measures fifteen)
The new melodic material is now in the lower two v oices •
It has contrastinf character and is diat onic-chromatic.

It

goes from the axis F-sharp t o C-sharp to D-flat to A-flat and
back in a short span of time.
middle voice.

The pedal point 11 es in the

The upper voice carries the stumbling rhythm

15
Apel, Willi, Harvard Dictiona� of Music (Cambridge,
Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 19 ), p. 597,
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at the usual pitch.

In measure fourteen the footfall rhythm

is at a different pitch and goine- down (F-sha.rp to C) 1n the
bass voice.

The melody rises in the upper voices.

'Measure

fifteen forms the transl tion · to the return ofthe first mate
rei al in measure sixteen.
Section III (measures sixteen through measures twenty-five)
The restatement of the melody in the upper voice is
varied.

It brings the emotional first climax in measure t

twenty-three (A-flat}, and the melodic line then descends in
minor thirds, slurred 1n two eighth notes (measures twenty
three to measures twenty-five).

A double ostinato is another

factor that changes the return of the familiar rnaterial, ap- •
pearin g in the lower voice ( G - A-flat - B-flat).
voice carries the

11 footf all

rhythm".

The middle

The open fifths passage

1 s now extending over five ro easures.
Secti on IV (measures twenty-six through measures thirty-one)
In this section the stumbling rhythm starts again at
the usual pitch level in the upper voice.

The three lower

voices present various descending chords (measure twenty-eight)
and ascending chords with emhannonic changes.

Beginning in

measure twenty-nine ( 11 like a tender and sad regret") through
measure thirty-one, the stumbling rhythm is not present.
melodic lina, delicately woven in the soprano, reaches the
second emotional climax in the C-flat in measure thirty,
Thi a is found fir-st descending then ascending in a whole

The
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step scale.

The melodic line then fades away with minor

thirds like sighs or sobs, slurred in eighth notes.

They

end this s0cti on by crossing over the lower vol c2s with a
major third F - D-flat.

The three lower voices ascend in a

long, unbroken line of chords in parallel six-four position.
They cross over the descending upper vol ce an d reach their
climax in a. diminished tonic minor chord at the last bee,t of
measure thirty-one.
Section V (measures thirty-two through measures thirty-six)
This last section starts with the stumbling rhytl1rn in
the upp0r and middle voice ("More slow").

Measures thi·rty

tHo and thirty-three illustrate especially ,-:ell the charac
ter of an appog-iatura of this rhythrr:lc f18)re.
contain identical material.

Both measures

The pedal point Dis in the mid

cl.le vol ce ( again slurred in two eighth notes) continue the
outline of a diminished-s0venth chord of d minor (C-sharp E - G - B-flat).

The last beat of each measure p r�
• SEmts the

subdorn1nant seventh chord of d minor (G - B-flat - D- F).
This chord actually ends the section reposing on the first
three beats of measure thirty-four "very slow".

The last re

maining measures present the dying, falling, and falling away
of the footsteps in the lower voice in a descending line (DG - D - G - D - G - D:A).
part d minor chord.

The cornposition ends with a five

The root and the third are doubled. The

wide space between the upper three voices and the lower two
emphasize the feeling of absolute, merc1 less desolation,
and hopeless loneliness.
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Interpretation
Character; technique and touch; dynamics and pedalline.
Debussy paints in this desolate prelude a small snow
bound landsce.pe, gloomy and deserted.

The persistent, sumb

lin g rhythm ( "The rhythm should have a sounding value as a
background of a sad and f re:ezing landscape") shows the hope
lesness of escape of all human beings out of the bondages of
life, loneliness, and despair.

The melody is a cry a sob or

a sigh of the solitude of the human heart.

The dissonar1ces

emphasize this feeling of desperation, and the open fifths
passages and pedal points add to the change of harmonic color.
The composi tio:n has to be played with the utmost sensiti vi ty,
feeling, and uridersta..'lding of this appeal to the basic lone
liness of all human beinrs.
After the piece has been analyzed and its character
has been explored, the finfering should be established with
great care.
The cultivated art of touch which is so essential in

1

any composition of Debussy should then be taught and explained
16
diligently:

I

tact with the keys.

it

The fingers of the play er should be in very close con
The legato of the lines should be pro

duced by an imperceptible nudge or minute squeeze of tho keys

16numm, P.obert, "Lesson on a Debussy Prelude.
Vol. VI, (December, 1967), 18-20.

t,

Clavier,
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by the fingertips.

Yet the fingers should be held finnly.

The staccato should be like a soft, plucked sound, played

from the shoulder joint v:ith a movement of ann and hand as

one joined lever.

For the unbroken ascending chord line, the

hand should mainta:i.n the chord shape, yet stay flexible and

blend from chord to chord by noticeable dynamic increasi.ngs.
The position in which the player sits at the instrument is

important too for the fluctuation and breathing of the piece.
He should sit rather c1ose to the keyboard and keep his body

weirht well balanced

and

swinging.

The dynamics (like the touch) are conceived at several

independent levels.

of the piece.

f

Of course, they add to the very nature

Notice that the entire range of dynamics is

restrained from piano over pianissimo to triple pianissimo.

The melodic line should always be ppayed a shade louder than

the stumbling rhythm of the ostinato.

In the first opening

measure, the Els played louder than the ostinato D.
marked a crescendo and diminuendo sign).

(Debussy

However, in measure

two and the following measure::, the D of the ostinato is p

'

l

played louder, thus, giving this rhythmic figure the true in-

terpretation of an appogiatura..

Dyna.mies and articulation

signs deserve the greatest attention and require the most sen
ai tive touch in their execution in order to render the des

pairing messae:e of the piece.

The melodic curve reaches its

greatest intensity after two-thirds of the piece; falling back

and r1 sing again in the last third of the composi ti.on.

l
i
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The pedal ln Debun sy"' s Prelude adds all the color and
variety of tone and maJces the interpretation of all his works
meaningful,

1
rich, and warm in sound and timbre • 7

In ''Des

Pas sur la Neie:e, '' the pedalltng must be done extremely care
fully in order not to destroy the overlapping sounds:
--keep a soft pedal tlu•oug)1out the piece ( una
cordaJ.
--change the damper pedal (syncopated pedal)
immediately after the resolution of the appogiatura in the ost1nato.
--keep a 11surfac0 11 -, "clouding"-, or "floating 11- pedal
(Measures threo an d
whenever the melody requires it.
four, measures eleven and twelve, and rn easures
thirty-four through thirty-six.)
--use a "fading"-pedal (depress the pedal half
way and release very slowly) when the rnelodic
line requires it (measures seven, measure twenty
five).
It would be helpful for the student to work out a
musical design which shows in a diagram the coordination of
melody, tonal levels, and dyna.rnic fluctuation.
To close thl s lesson on a Prelude b:1 Debussy, the composer should havG the last word:
So, the very air, the movement of the leaves, and
the perfu,rn e of the flowers would work together in
my steri ous uni on with music which would thus bring
all the elements into such natural he,nnony that it
would seem to form e, part of each••• in this way it
could be proved without a doubt that music ru1d
poetry, alone of the arts, dwell in space .••I ma.y be
mistaken, but j_t is my belief that this idea will
be the dream of future generations ••• 11 18
17s1enczynska., Th.l.th, 11 Added Color through Pedal Technique."
Clairi er, Vol VIII, (February, 1969), 19-20.
18
York:

vallas, Leon, "The· Theories of Claude Debussy, u (New
Dover publication, 1967), p. X.
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CHAPTER IV

COMPARISON OF C.�OUP AI-JD INDIVIDUAI. INSTRUCTION
Advantages of Group Instruction
Some of the advantag-.3s which piano group instruction
defint tely has over i '.··di vi dual in st rue ti on have already been
ment1oned und\::r Chapter II:
--per1'ormance problems can be minimized.
--ensemble playing can be emphas:i. zed.
--Group dynamics can be made uss::ful in this natural
leam:'Lne; si tu2.t:i. on.
--'l'he general musl cal background can be considerably
broo.dened.
Broup inst ructi ot, is especially recommended for a. pre
paratory program of children and for the teaching of young
beginning students.
is, of course,

A prereq1Jisite (as mentioned previously)

that the ch'.Lldren are grouped according to their

age, musical abilities, level, and intelligence.
11he young private student who goes lonesome and alone
to his piano lesson week after week can perhaps be pitied:
What happens to the joy of music \-lhich is the most valuable
and precious ass0t that brings a child to his fi r·st music lesson?

It is usually quiclcly lost,

enjoyment j_s foreotten altoe:ether.

and after some years, this
This sad fact mifht be

avoided \-1hen children e.re ta.ueht ln s:nall froups.
joy encl share the creativlty of makine music;
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'I'hey en

presuming.

of course, that the teacher is qualified.

How long a group

of children should be taught together depends en tirely on
the progress of the group and on the individual child.

For

some students, group instructlon can be sufficient and the
ideal situation throue;hout the complet.e period of their musi
cal training.

Others might need some indiv:i.dual instruction

after t1--10 or three years of group teach:tng in o rd.er to over
come certain musical problems and proceed at their own pace.
To continue this wo.r·k with a completely different age
group, the author wants to s:Crnw some aspects in the teaching
of the adult beglnner.

As mentioned above, the beginning adult

student usually com es to the pri va.te piano teacher wl th very
ll ttle confidence.

He feels, perhaps, that it is out of place

to st&rt a new jrrntrument e.t such an age.
situation is helpful.

Here again the group

The adult student usually becomes less

inhibited ,-,hen he finds others in the same circumstances.
does not want to become a skilled perfonner.

He

He usually wants

to improve his understanding about music, broaden his musical
background, acquire some keyboard facilities, and play just
for the joy of playi.n(:.
It is very essenti a.l to have piano class ( the term class
defines the larger numbe ,· of students as explained above) in
struction as an elective course in the curri cu.lurn of the pub19
lie schools (some schools offer this progrmn.)
l9"Traveling the Circuit with Piano Cia.sses, 11 Chicago:
Music Etlucators National Conference, various articles, 1951,

pp. 7-31.

5?
Especially in high school and senior high school, an elective
piano class might c.s.pture the interest and minds of the teen
agers, stimulate their c reativity, keep them busy, and guide
them to a music appreciation they would otherwise not receive.
A high school class piano tee.cher must have all the except1.onal
qualities of a versatile teacher, mentioned above;

superb knot'l

ledge of the subject, excellent piano technique, teaching enthu
siasm, and a good sense of humor.

Such a teacher 1-.rill be suc

cessful and can be sure that most of his students will reach
the established goals set up for the class and that his teach
ing tirre was not a loss.
The educational significance of piano study for the col
lege music student, regardless which instrument 1s his major
one, has been emphasized already.

Most colleges and universi

ties provide basj_c pian o classes for beg:l nners for at least two
years.

Basic plano instruction_ for rnut,lc education majors and

minors taught in classes up to twenty-four ( elect:ronlc piano
laboratory) has a definite place in the college curriculum
and firmly established goals.

Group instruction and master

classes contribute an essential part to successful a.�d economic
piano teaching at a university •
.Advantages of Individual Instruction
There is no doubt about the fact that under certain con
ditions individual piano lessons are preferable to group in
struction.

'rhe e11sHer to the qu..;stion which of the t,,10 teach

ing forms should be applied depends entirely on the circumstances

f
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11he decision must be made from one individual case to the

I
I
I

!

I

next one.
A few points which might ma..�e the individual lesson, for
a certain type of stud8nt, the more desirable one are listed

below:
--th0 especially talented child who progresses ra
pidly and has outstanding musical talent and a
bili tl es.
--the child who does not fit and adjust well in
a group or progresses slowly and needs individual
encouragement and help.
--the advanced student for whom no matching partners
can be found.
--the adult beginner or re-beginner who is too
shy to ,eel relaxed and at ease in a group situa
tion.
--the applied piano student at advanced college
level who can proceed better at his own individual
pace when taught alone.
--the future concert artist whose talent usually
shows very early ( there are some exceptions,how
ever�).
Some other aspects regarding the teaching itself have
to be ta.ken into consideration in the discussion of individual
piano instruction.

Certain aspects of piano technique, for

example, can be explored deeper and taught more exclusively
and thoroughly when dealt with in an individual lesson •••

if-

--finger actions
--arm weight actions
--shoulder actions
--body movements and balance

* The

e.utho r is aware of the fact that opinions regarding
this statement vary among piano teachers.
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--different touches or manners of touch
The art of a cultivated touch is an extremely difficult
ability to achieve.
The secret of a good touch lies in
the precise mannar in which the key is depressed,
--dynamics and their entire palette of shading.
--the art of pedalling (which often determines the
tone color) •
--phrasing and articulation
--more detailed and intensive emphasis on the interpretation of the literature which is studied.

Of course, once again, it must be stressed how important
and significant the teaching abilities of the piano teacher are
and how much depends on his musical, psychological, and pro
fessional training.
The Master Class
The master class situation we,s first cultivated in .atrope
20
several decades ago.
Master classes are now a firmly established teaching situation.at universities, colleges, and private studios.

21

They are closely related to workshops an d

clinics.
In a master class, a close relationship is formed be
tween the teacher, the performer, and the 11 stening students.
( Four to five or mo r-e studen ts can fonn the audience and tal,;:e
turns perfonnine;.)

A master class is a worthwhile, time-saving,

profitable, and lnspi ring situation for all the participating
members.
20

"Die Musilc in Geschichte und Gegenwart.t', Baerenreiterverla.g, Kassel, edited by Friedrich Blume, 1962, Band 10,, PP•·
57 Li-619, · "Paedagogik der Musik."
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The master class contributes enormously to the minimi
zation of performance problems.

It also broadens the back

ground of the listening students regardi.ng their acquaintance
with the literature which 1s perform(:.d.

:Master classes are

usually taught by artists who are both:

excellent performers

and superb teachers.
The scores of cornposi t1ons to be performed should

be

passed out to the participating students, an informal 1ntro
ducti on given by the teacher should precede ea.ch pe Yi'o rmance
to "break the i ce 11 •

After the playing each performer should

discuss the performed music under the sensitive leadership and
guidance of the teacher.

.After each performance, 1 t might

be a good idea to present the composition or at least some
important parts of it to the class on a recording played b:v a
famous artist.

Naturally, the teacher ca...'1 demonstrate cer

tain poi!lts and aspects himself.
It 1 s probably safe to say that the mast er class situa
tion is extremely important and helpful; especially for the
colle�e student majoring in applie d piano.

Master classes

should meet once a week aside from the regular individual les
son time of s:txty minutes assigned to each student.
2 1
1r 1oravec, Ivan, "come to a Master Class with Ivan Moro
vec" Clavier, IV, l�.2, (February, 1970), pp. 19-20.

•.,J• r.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

I
I

In the preceding chapters, an attempt has been made to
demonstrate different aspects of piano teaching.

Since the

piano is the ideal instrument for any p8rson interested in
music--for the professional or amateur musician who are search
ing for a broader rnusi cal bac1q�;round--it is the author's opini
on that it is justified to spend considerable time on the dis

!
I!
I

cussion of the problem nGroup Piano versus Individual Instruc
tion".

But does thls question in reality have to present a

problem?

Is the "raging battlG" (and it still ls a battle)

between group and individual piano teaching really necessary?
.In Chapter II, the writer tried to explain the tremendous
value that group instructl on has for the teaching of the ba
sic fundamentals of music and for development of a general mu
sicio.nship and of a musical background.
In Chapter III, an attempt has been made to clarify some
aspects and viewpoints of the individual lesson and its unre
placeable importa11ce in the field of piano teachi11g.
In Chapter IV, by the comparison of the two teaching
situations,the author has tried to make i.t evident that both
conditions are necessary in music education of our cultural
society.

Perhaps it migh
_ t have been better to for.nulate the

s0ntence in question B.s

11 Piano
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Group Instruction and Piano
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Individual Instruction" rather tl1an usine the word i'verarn";
because, the most important aspect 1s that Etroup and \.ndlv1 dual
instruction have to wort: hand ln hand tofathor.
to the final question:

T:-,la loads

What is the ideal sltun.ticn?

It 1a

the author's belief (based on teaching experience) that the
ideal teaching situation is a combination of both group wo.r';;:
and individual instrumental lessons.
agree and have different ideas.

Many teachers mieht dis-

Each of the tvro situations re

quire an alert, superbly trained, highly qua.lified, 8,lidlne:,
�""ld participating teacher who teaches his subject with en thu

J
I

I

si asm, keeps the joy of making music alive in his students,
and whose lessons present a challenge to the group as well as
to the single stud0nt.

This fact of the important role and

responsibility of the piano teacher

cannot be

emph:J.sized

enough.
Young beginning children ( the exceptions have been men
tioned above) should always be taught in groups. · Two children
taught together might eventually develop their musical talents
more freely and lose their inhibitions faster than one child.
Naturally at first it is not easy to convince the parents that
group teaching is not inferior to the ir,di vi dual lesson and to
win their coopera.tion.

After one or two years,

the students

might be scheduled diffe�ently:
Student A

receives thirty minutes individual instruction

Students

receive thirty minutes group instruction

Student B

receives thirty minutes 1ndivi dual inst ruction

A & B
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Assuming that each student has enrolled for a lesson of forty
fl ve minutes per week, the scheduling might be difficult at
first.
It 1s the author's opinion, that this situation is ideal
for students of all ages and levels.· If the groups are larger
(four to six) the scheduling is done acccrding1y to the time
which is available for the teacher.

This pattern can also be

appli ea in the process of education for piano majors at a col
lege or university.

The active participation which is required

from the student in this larning situation might bring to him
(among other advantages) confidence in his own playing and
abi liti es, security, a faster grasping of concepts and of
learning principles, and stimulation from the intellectual
dynamic interaction with his partner or partners.
Music is en a.rt measured in time and yet it can never
be destroyed.

Great music lives through its own value.

The

music teacher's task is to teach the fleeting performing of
this indestructable and vital art.

Countless grateful stu

dents who love end enjoy music will be the measure of reward
.for the devoted, open minded, enthusiastic, and conscientious
music teacher.
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